We will show that $\sum_{i\neq j}A_{i}A_{j}\geq 0$ for bounded operators $A_{i}\geq
Introduction
An operator concave function is likewise defined. $t^{a}(1\leq a\leq 2)$ and $t\log t$ are both operator convex on $[0, \infty$ ). For further details we refer the reader $to [2, 8] $ . It has been well-known that a non-negative continuous function $f(t)$ on $[0, \infty)$ is operator monotone if and only if $f(t)$ is operator concave. One of the authors [12, 15] (cf. [7] ) extended this as follows: A continuous function $f(t)$ defined on an infinite interval $(a, \infty)$ is operator monotone if and only if $f(t)$ is operator concave and $f(\infty)>-\infty.$ Let $h(t)$ be a non-negative concave ( Moslehian and Najafi [9] have shown the following theorem. In [11] it was shown that $AB+BA\geq 0$ implies $A^{a}B+BA^{a}\geq 0$ for $0<a\leq 1$ and hence $A^{a}B^{b}+B^{b}A^{a}\geq 0$ for $0<a\leq 1$ and $0<b\leq 1$ . We therefore obtain ) . $f(t)$ $:= \frac{g(t)-g(0)}{t}$ is consequently operator monotone. By making use of the above representation of $f(t)$ , we can obtain (ii). In this process we need $BC+CB\geq 0$ . But we can derive it from (2) .
We next consider the case where $g(+O)$ does not exist, i.e., $g(+O)=\infty.$ Since $g(t+a)$ is operator convex on We note that each of the following is a sufficient condition for (2) .
$CB+BC \geq 0, AB=BA, AC=CA$,
$CB+BC \geq 0, AB^{-1}C+CB^{-1}A\geq 0$ ,
where $C$ and $B$ are respectively assumed to be invertible in (6) and (7). Indeed, for every $\lambda>0$ ; this gives (2) . The same argument yields from (7) to (2).
We now give the main theorem of this paper. Proof. We first show (i) implies that $Df(aA+bA)(B)\leq Df(aA)(B)$ for $a,$ $b>$ O. Replace $A,$ $B,$ $C$ in (7) with $aA,$ $bA,$ $tB$ with $t>0$, respectively. Then (7) is satisfied. By Lemma 3.2 we obtain $f(aA+bA+tB)-f(aA+bA)\leq f(aA+tB)-f(aA)$ .
